defined by Jackson [8] is infact reducible to the basic hypergeometric series B φ 2 . We show in §4 that some higher dimensional analogues of double hypergeometric functions could also be reduced to basic hypergeometric series and use the reduction formula for obtaining some interesting transformations for double hypergeometric functions. In this sequal we also derive g-analogues of some of the well known transformations of Appell functions and discuss their reducibility.
2* Definitions and notations* If we let [a; q] n = (1 -α)(l -aq)
(1 -aq*-1 ) , [a; q] (x) converges for all positive integral values of r and for all x, except when r = 0, it converges only for \x\ < 1. Further to simplify writing we will abbreviate [α; q] n by [a] n whenever there is no confusion regarding the base q.
Next, g-analogues of Appell functions J^ ( 1) , F m , F™, and F w were defined by Jackson [8] as follows:
A<l >Γ/t h h' /•• >y n, /γl -V V . '[α: δ, δ'; β; x, y; q] = φ«[a: 6, 6 '; c, c>; to transform the inner 2^x on both sides of (3.7) and simplifying, we get (3.1).
Proof of (3.2) . The g-analogue of Vandermonde's theorem [12; 3.3.2.7] may be rewritten as: (3.9) Ib.
On multiplying both sides of (3.9) (3.11) gives (3.2), on summing the inner most series by the g-analogue of Gauss' theorem.
Proof of (3.3) . On the other hand if we start with the g-analogue of the Saalsehϋtz summation theorem [12; 3.3.2.2] (3.12) and proceed as in the proof of (3.1), we obtain: Transforming the inner 2 φ 2 on both sides by the following formula of Jackson [7] :
we get (3.3) on some reduction.
[az] c
•201 c a,-;z Proof of (3.4) . To accomplishes (3.4) we need only to start with (3.14) -305
instead of (3.12) and proceed along the lines of proof of (3.3) .
Proof of (3.5) . Lastly, starting with (3.9) with 6 = 1, multiplying both sides by [α] [--a; and summing with respect to m and n from 0 to °o, we get
Transforming the 2 φ λ by (3.8), we get: (3.15) gives (3.5) , on summing the inner most series by the ^-analogue of Gauss' theorem.
4* In this section we would prove g-analogues of the transformations between the various Appell functions. In fact we begin by proving:
Proof of (4.1). If we denote the right hand side of (4.1) by S, then 
which is a g-analogue of a known transformation between two i^ ( 1) Next, we would prove: and transforming 2 φ 2 by (3.13) we get the right hand side of (4.7), for proving (4.8) rearranging the series on the right hand side of (4.7) and transforming the 2 φ x by (3.13) . This reduces to a known transformation between F {2) 's [3; §(9.4)]. It may be pointed out that (4.7) is a known result due to Upadhyay [13] .
Proof of (4.7-4.8). Rewriting the left hand side in the form
Proof of (4.9). Rewrite the left hand side of (4.9) as: Proof of (4.11). In view of the ^-analogue of Gauss' summation theorem, we have Summing the inner rf 0 of (4.19) and we get (4.15) which is a qanaloque of [3; §9.5- (7)] to which it reduces if we replace α, 6, c by q a , q\ q e respectively and let q-+l.
Proof of (4.16). Left hand side of (4.16) may be rewritten as: 
M.M.
Summing the inner ^0 of (4.20) and we get (4.16). It is a g-analogue of [3; §(9.5) - (5)].
Proof of (4.17). The summation theorem [10] (4.21) α, -2-, -~<r % , q~n; q a -Q, c,
Ma.
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